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Letter From The Editor

I’m excited to welcome you to the first issue of Stop Motion Magazine. Like any person 
raised on classic science fiction movies and episodes of Gumby, I’ve been an avid stop mo-
tion enthusiast since I was in diapers. So, having created a magazine that encompasses the 
full spectrum of the animated style is both an honor and a happy accident. Really how this 
magazine came into being was a mix of a few events. It all started when I was interning in 
the Visual FX department of Shadow Machine Studios working on the Robot Chicken series 
along side some of the greatest people I had ever met in my life. I found myself finishing my 
internship and my Associates Degree in Filmmaking with major desire to delve deeper into 
what really struck me as a true expression of all the art forms known to man in a single story 
telling medium.  I had stumbled upon a friends collection of Starlog Cinemagics and found 
myself mystified by the simplistic explanation of how special FX were achieved in the Super 
8 days. One of the articles was about a feature film done in stop motion called “I Go Pogo”. 
There was also a picture of someone I had known and talked to on many occasions. It was a 
young Stephen Chiodo. So the idea hit like a ton of bricks, “Stop Motion Magazine”! 

Easier said then done of course and there is a long way to go as well. I mentioned it to my 
friends at Shadow and they loved the idea, I mentioned it to some friends in my social net-
works, they thought it was a good idea, I mentioned it to my wife. She actually loved the 
idea! “Wow, I think I got something here!” I thought to myself. So 6 months later here we 
are with the first issue of the magazine. Hopefully what you will find here is an ever-growing 
mass of knowledge and experience painting the pages of this publication. Interviews with 
some of the best known and unknowns in the industry, along with tutorials that will range 
from beginner to advanced professional levels. I hope to bring you inside looks on the studios 
and the people that make such films a possibility. I want to thank all of you for making this a 
reality. I would also like to thank my friend at Shadow Machine, Buddy Systems, and Screen 
Novelties for believing in this and would especially like to thank my wife and two daughters 
for there patients on all those long nights in the office. Without all you I would not have the 
inspiration to even write a single word. So with that said. Jump on in and get your stop mo-
tion groove a rockin.

Thanks
John Ikuma
Executive Editor





 Finding the Chiodo Brothers studio was no easy feat. Sure, driving to Burbank in Califor-
nia, I felt comfortable in knowing where I was going since I had once lived just down the street 
from the studio, but the actual location was a total mystery to me. Located in the back streets 
of a warehouse / residential area, I found myself very lost very fast. I became extremely late 
and started to back track the wrong MapQuest directions that I had taken from the internet. 
Once I had arrived I felt not just the relief of finally reaching my destination, but also the overall 
hum and awe from being even remotely close to a studio that has generated and created some 
of the most memorable monsters and creatures. 

I entered this dark open warehouse and found myself alone with large Teenage Mutant Ninja 
Turtle suits and creatures of all sorts and sizes, some I recognized and some I had never seen 
before. Stephen, who I heard calling me back to the studios conference room that was more of 
a cinematic museum of latex and foam, was smiling with an out reached hand. Here he was the 
legend and the man. This man had more stop motion expertise in his small toe then I have in 
my whole being. It was an honor just to be able to talk to him for a minute, let alone interview 
him for over an hour. What you will read here is the majority of our conversation. Something’s 
have been left out mainly due to personal conversation. But what you will find is an interview 
with a living legend that both inspires and brings forth knowledge and wisdom that many like 
myself, only wish to emulate. So we begin.

The Man, The Legend

Stephen Chiodo



SMM: Well Mr. Chiodo, how did you get into Stop Motion?

Stephen Chiodo: Oh, Wow. I guess for me it was like an extension of play. I used to play out in the back-
yard with army men and dinosaurs and used to create these little scenarios and just kind of play with 
these figures and just create stories. I started sculpting when I was very young and I guess it was my 
fascination with movies about “King Kong” and “Might Joe Young” that started me questioning “how 
are these things done?” With my older brother Charlie, we got involved in figuring out stop motion. So 
it was a way for me to make my clay figures come alive and then kind of play and tell stories. Action 
stories with my figures.

SMM: How old were you around this time?

Stephen Chiodo: I started animating when I was ten years old with an 8mm camera.

SMM: Do you remember what kind of camera it was?

Stephen Chiodo: A Kodak.

SMM: Film development must have been really cheap back in those days?

Stephen Chiodo: Actually for us it was really expensive. It was relatively cheap by today’s standards. But 
it was an expensive proposition, and the thing was you had a 100 foot roll. I believe it was 100 foot roll 
or a 50 foot roll? Man, I don’t even remember! But whatever the amount was, you had to shoot the 
whole roll before you sent it for processing. So the learning of what you’ve done and how much you’ve 
progressed took a lot longer, because you couldn’t really see what you were doing.



SMM: Do you use gages?

Stephen Chiodo: Hahaha… When I came to California in 1980, I had never really used surface gages or 
anything. Even all through high school, even when I was working at Stillmar Enterprises in Washington 
DC when we did the Pogo film. I never really used surface gages. They always got in the way. I have a 
different style of animation. You just kind of go for it. 

SMM: Do you use frame capture software now?

Stephen Chiodo: Yeah, but I don’t really animate that much anymore. It’s very rarely I get out there and 
work under the camera pushing a puppet. I’ve kind of gotten out of that. I guess because of the output. I 
can’t produce as much when I’m just animating all the time. So I kind of hire people who are much much 
better then me to animate while I just coordinate and direct.

SMM: Now with Vincent. What kind of role did you play in production?

Stephen Chiodo: That was kind of interesting. I was an animator. I was the animator on the show. I 
pushed the puppet on that one, and I was technical director. See Rick and Tim, they were really inter-
ested in stop motion. But they never really made a stop motion film like that before. So with my experi-
ence from coming off that “I Go Pogo” feature, my DP from “I Go Pogo” Victor Abdalov and I kind of put 
together the system. You know the stage, the set, the lighting, and all that, all under Tim’s direction.



SMM: How long did that take for production?

Stephen Chiodo: A little over six months. Rick and Tim were still working at Disney. It was like a little 
short Disney was financing and we did it off the lot over at Dave Allen’s studio. I had just met Dave, I had 
just come to California, I met Dave Allen and he very graciously rented us his stage. There was a little 
corner of the stage were we built our sets.

SMM: Did that help you in the transition of going and working on a movie like “PEE-WEE’s Big Adven-
ture” and doing the “Large Marge” sequence?

Stephen Chiodo: Oh yeah, that was my introduction to Tim Burton and Rick. So after Vincent we did a 
short film for Disney called Hansel and Gretel. Tim Burton did a version of that and I again was like a 
technical director and animator on some of the special effects shots. And then when he did Franken-
weenie I was busy doing another project. So I was working with Tim during those early years. But little 
by little his palette, and his choice of people he got to work with got larger and larger as he got more 
successful. 

SMM: Do you look back and have a golden age feeling about those films you worked on?

Stephen Chiodo: Yeah, it’s great. Well, it’s interesting. In the past Stop Motion was used as a special 
effect. And all though I was never that caliber of animator creating that kind of realistic performance, I 
preferred the puppet films, where you know you just create a whole entire puppet world of characters 
of interesting design and make them come alive with Stop Motion. So I was more interested in that, and 
that’s why “Vincent” was really cool. I really enjoyed that. It’s one of the nicest projects I’ve worked on 
in my entire career. It’s just a beautiful little film. Great design, nice story, carried out very, very well. 

So, I have fond memories of monster movies and Ray Harryhausen, and Willis O’brien type stuff. But it 
wasn’t the kind of stuff I really worked towards. Cause I was more into the puppet type films.



SMM: Did you do any stop motion in “Killer Klowns from Outer Space”?

Stephen Chiodo: Yes, we did. The shadow gag when the clown makes those images on the wall, those 
were actually two dimensional stop motion puppets that were animated by I think Justin Cone. And we 
photographed the shadows on a miniature wall. So that was stop motion, and also there was that scene 
where the clown was chasing the car flouting in midair. Two of those cuts were stop motion. And I think 
when the clown jumps up to avoid the police car. That was a shot done against rear projections.

SMM: How big were those puppets? The characters are pretty large.

Stephen Chiodo: Oh but the animation puppets were maybe six or eight inches tall, and very small. 
Those effects were actually produced by Fantasy 2, Gene Warren Jr.

SMM:  What kind of armatures were you using back in the day, ball-in-socket or wire?

Stephen Chiodo: No, ball and socket was a very elusive object for me. In those early days it was always 
wire armatures and when we used clay there was no structure inside. It was just clay. I think at one point 
we did get one or two ball and socket for the neck and maybe the legs to give the puppet some stability, 
but never really got involved in ball and socket until 1980 when I came to California. Vincent I think was 
one of the first shows that I used ball and socket joints.

SMM: You focus is very wide with puppets and puppet arts. Could you elaborate on this? 

Stephen Chiodo: Oh yeah, well as a company we bring characters to life, and it doesn’t matter what 
technique. We’re not really married to one technique or another, although I’ve always loved stop mo-
tion. That’s what got me interested in this whole industry to begin with, but it’s really the character that 
defines the technique for us. We don’t always shove stop motion down people’s throats because we like 
it. It’s whatever is appropriate. Sometimes they don’t have the time or the production dollars to do stop 
motion. So maybe we use puppets to get it across. So we do hand puppets, we’ve done marionettes 
for Team America, we do costumes and animatronic suits, everything. Again, it’s to bring really unique 
characters to life.



SMM: With the Disney “Clay” character did you use Play-Doh or Van Aken clay?

Stephen Chiodo: Clay was for playhouse Disney. It was these little interstituals with this clay character 
and it was the perfect medium. Because the character was the medium, it was a clay character that was 
to look and act like clay. So we used clay animation with Van Aken clay. But it’s interesting, if you’ve ever 
animated clay before. If you have a big block of clay it’s hard to squish and squash it. It’s just too much 
volume to move incrementally. So he’s a very sophisticated puppet. If you were to look behind him you 
would see that he’s just a thin shell of clay. We had some screen material that we cast clay on top of and 
then we had a mount on back that we had on a rig, like an aerial brace rig, a model mover. So he really 
was just a thin shell of clay that we could then more easily squash and stretch and manipulate. It was 
really cool. By having him on this external rig we were able to have him bounce up and down instead of 
have a solid block of clay always locked to the ground.

SMM: Did you have to paint out the rig?

Stephen Chiodo: Oh yeah, we shot him against the set. Not against green or blue, and then we just did 
a clean plate of the set piece. Then we just used that clean plate to paint out the support rods.

SMM: So who has really been your main influence in stop motion?

Stephen Chiodo: I would say my main influence was Willis O’brien. I was very young when I saw the 
original King Kong, and it just fascinated me. It had an interesting eerie appeal to me because I lived 
in the Bronx and we had these elevated train tracks in my neighborhood, and when I saw the film, he 
was walking down my neighborhood trashing my train. I was only like 4 or 5 years old. It had very big 
impression on me. I just kind of bought into that kind of fantasy. I loved the dinosaurs and Kong was a 
magnificent creature. Then I watched all the movies, Might Joe Young. Then I got into the Ray Harry-
hausen films, “20 Million Miles to Earth”, Beast from 20,000 Fathoms” all of those really fantastic films. 
So I was a real monster movie fan early on. Little by little as I got older I found out how these films were 
done and started making them in my basement.



SMM: What kind of lights did you use in your basement in those days?

Stephen Chiodo: We had Photo Flood Lights! You know those 500 watt photo floods. I think in the early 
60’s we moved to Long Island and had a basement there and my parents were really supportive. What-
ever we wanted, my brothers and I, they would get use the camera, process the film for us, and we were 
down in the basement animating these little mini epics.

SMM: Do you still have any of that stuff?

Stephen Chiodo: Oh Yeah!! In fact one of them is on You Tube right now. It’s called “The Beast from the 
Egg”. 

SMM: Did you focus on Stop Motion in College?

Stephen Chiodo: Yeah, I went to Rochester Institute of Technology, and they didn’t have a film major 
back then. So I kind of majored in photographic illustration. But I had an independent study all the way 
through my four years there making films. One film I did produce was called “Cricket”. I was like a little 
children’s fable about a cricket that couldn’t jump, and it won me the young director’s award at the 
CANNES film festival in 1976.

SMM: How did you get into teaching stop motion at CAL ARTs College?

Stephen Chiodo: It’s interesting. Mark Osborn, the “Kung Fu Panda” director, he was teaching back then 
and was a former Cal Arts student who is now teaching. He used to give tours of different facilities for 
his classes. So he visited our studio, and I think two or three times I had him come over and I talked to 
the students. I was really interested in engaging the kids, getting them interested in stop motion. So I 
asked him how did he get his position and were they looking for anybody. He said “Yeah come on up”. 
So I talked to some people and got a job teaching stop motion.



SMM: Have the students interest increased in the art over time?

Stephen Chiodo: Yeah, it has. I think there’s been an increase. What’s cool about Cal Art’s is they don’t 
focus on lets say your traditional puppets, like a “Corpse Bride” or “Wallace and Grommet”.  We kind 
of encourage people to experiment with different styles of puppets and different styles of animation. 
To kind of enhance the handmade quality that is really unique to stop motion. So it’s really anything 
goes. Animate anything just to get this interesting style and unique expression out. 

SMM: Do they animate a lot of paper, clay, etc?

Stephen Chiodo: One of the classes I teach is sort of an intermediate class of styles and concepts of 
stop motion. So we avoid the human figure and animate objects. Exploit the textural quality that stop 
motion has. We animate garbage and trash and leaves, branches, and rocks. Everything! The idea is 
use everything and you get these images. It’s a great way to tell a story.

SMM: Do you see a need for stop motion in the future?

Stephen Chiodo:  Absolutely. You know they used to say “Ring the death bells for Stop Motion”, when 
CG came by. It did take a big hit because so many things that used to be done in stop motion are now 
being done by computers. But it’s a valid story telling technique, and I think you’re finding that it’s 
coming back. Because there’s a new younger audience that’s brought up essentially with CG, who now 
have discovered stop motion and it’s new to them. Just like photography as an innovation didn’t get 
rid of painting, and television did not get rid of radio. CG’s not going to get rid of stop motion. It’s go-
ing to be a viable technique that people will choose for its uniqueness. 



SMM: There seems to be a lot more commercials with stop motion, where companies are starting 
to avoid the cheesy look of cheap CG. They can either pay for a low budget commercial in CG or pay 
the same amount for a high quality stop motion animated commercial. What do you think about this 
change?

Stephen Chiodo: Well, that’s what I would say emphatically. You know they say “is stop motion really 
expensive”? Stop Motion is expensive according to how you do it. But I’ll tell you this. Stop Motion is 
cheaper then computer generated images, and when they do these commercials and they don’t want 
to spend a lot of money, it is cheaper to get good quality stop motion. As opposed to spending a little 
money and getting what is low quality CG. Even the cheapest stop motion looks better then cheap CG. 
No matter how real CG is its always fake, and no matter how fake stop motion is it’s always real, and I 
think the audiences are tapping into that. They might not be able to articulate it. But I think they sense 
the handmade quality, and the real textures, and the magic of something they know is inanimate but 
moving. That’s really magic. CG’s cool and I think it’s a great tool, but nothing is the answer to every-
thing.

SMM: What do you think of the marriage of stop motion and CG?

Stephen Chiodo: I think it’s great. I think computers are really the cause of the resurgence of stop mo-
tion. It’s the digital applications now that really help us produce stop motion a lot faster. Before you 
would shoot film and you had to keep the set up until you got the dailies back the next day. Now, while 
your shooting and immediately after, you now if you got the shot. So you can tear the set down, quicker 
turn arounds. It brings the cost down, and again the immediacy of feedback is incredible. Also the learn-
ing curve, how much you learn after each experience. You see your work right there while your doing 
it immediately after, and you learn from that. So you just get better and better, faster and faster. Also, 
the digital tools enable everybody now to experiment. So you get a little digital camera, hook it to your 
computer with software like Dragon Stop motion, and you could see your results right there. You can 
make your own little movies right now, and get distribution on YouTube. So it’s really great. I think all 
these digital tools really helped to bring stop motion into the 21st century.



SMM: Do you have any plans to do stop motion in the future?

Stephen Chiodo: We wrote this book called “Alien Christmas”. It’s this story with these aliens that come 
down and invade earth at the North Pole. Santa and the elves become the first line of defense against 
an alien attack. It’s a great little story and it was always designed as a stop motion feature. So we have 
it ready and set to go. We’re just looking for the financing right now. We have some really good options 
that we’re looking at.

SMM: How did Chiodo Brothers get started?

Stephen Chiodo: We never really wanted to have a company. We’re not businessmen, but in order to 
do what we wanted to do as far as the images we wanted to create, the stories and movies we wanted 
to do, it ended up that we built this company. I guess that’s where it came from. We always wanted to 
make films, but it was our art talents that got our foot in the door here in Hollywood. So Charlie is an 
illustrator and production designer. He got involved in that aspect, story boarding and designing. Me, 
as an animator, I was really a sculptor and an animator. So I got into the effects business through that, 
but I always wanted to direct and make films. My younger brother Edward, he was more mechanically 
inclined. So he was doing mechanics in the effects world doing props. He got more into producing on the 
business end. So together those different talents came together pretty well as a studio, as a functioning 
studio, and we started doing contract work. I think our first contract job was “Sword and the Sourcer”. 
That film that Albert Pein directed back in the 80’s, and we did this crypt of heads with all puppeteers 
and it was this giant prop. That was our first contract job. After that we just kept getting work, and in 
the 80’s it was really great, they loved rubber monsters. So we did puppets and costumes, a little bit of 
animation. So it was a great time.
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It takes a true artist to be able to make stop motion animation at the level and detail that 
Ron Cole has achieved. He has brought upon a look and feeling in his animation that at 
first glance looks as if the puppets are either animatronic live action or CGI, but upon a 
second look it becomes obvious that Ron Coles style of Stop Motion Animation is all his 
own. His skills are not just limited to puppet building, he is an exceptional painter and set 
builder as well. The kindness that he has shown others in the stop motion community 
must be commended for he is always on the lookout to help some lost sole new to the art 
find their stop motion wings. So we felt it only right to take look for a minute into this very 
talented animator’s life.

INTERVIEW WITH

RON COLE



SMM: How did you get involved in the art of Stop Motion?  

Ron Cole: I took up animating when I was in high school when a friend of mine got a Super 8 movie 
camera as a gift and stop motion just made the most sense to work in because you can create an entire 
world in a very small space. Of course I loved stop motion just from being a fan of all the great stop mo-
tion films and TV shows I watched growing up. I had done quite a bit of flip-book 2D animation just for 
fun so, I had a feeling for the basic concepts involved in creating motion so, stop motion was a natural 
progression from that. After my first experience animating on film and seeing the results, it instantly 
became an addiction.  

SMM: Could you tell us a little bit about your film “In the Fall of Gravity” and what inspired you to make 
such a great film?  

Ron Cole: The script was a very difficult one to come up with because of the behaviors I wanted to 
demonstrate with these puppets. I wanted a very serious conversation to take place between the two 
characters, yet I only wanted the film to be about 9 minutes long so, it was a challenge to come up with 
a story that would involve the conflict and resolution. So I decided instead to look at the story as I would 
poetry, focusing on the feeling of the moment and just leave the audience with something to think 
about, you might call it an ‘odyssey’.  It’s a moment in time between these two characters in which a 
question about the nature of life arises, a question that philosophers have wrestled with for ages, “Are 
we really in control of our own actions, or do we simply respond to the world around us?”. I thought that 
was a perfect question to be taken up between two puppets.  



SMM: The design and look of your film “In the Fall of Gravity” has a very stylized look that I would say 
is very different then any other stop motion films out there. What were the stages of development that 
you went through to reach its final look, and were there any obstacles you came across during filming?  

Ron Cole: I think one of the best things you can do as an artist is to show the audience something 
new and different, the unfamiliar will almost never fail to capture a person’s attention. One of the first 
questions I ask myself when approaching any new project is, “What can I do with this that will make it 
different and original?”. When you go about creating something that has never been done before, you 
inevitably create obstacles for yourself and this film provided me with plenty of them. From the creation 
of these puppets to how to go about putting a waterfall behind them right on set, each decision is risky 
and creates its own set of problems, but the need to resolve these problems is part of the creative pro-
cess and I enjoy the challenge because each time you resolve one of these problems, there is the added 
bonus of a great feeling of accomplishment. The biggest obstacle in the creation of these puppets was 
to “simply” get them to pronounce the letter “O”. There was months of experimentation involved but, 
on the day when I finally arrived on what worked, I pulled the cable and yelped when it looked like the 
wizard was whistling! THAT makes it worth all the effort.  



SMM: Your stop motion puppets are cable controlled. Where did this idea come from to use such a 
technique?   

Ron Cole: I’ve worked doing both live action and stop motion puppets in my career and there are many 
mechanical means used to make movie monsters and aliens do all sorts of things that nobody ever 
adapted for use in stop motion. Most all of those live action puppets are controlled via cable controls 
and for years I wanted to marry the two techniques together. Miniaturizing the cable controls and get-
ting them to work properly in a stop motion puppet presented more difficulties than I had foreseen 
when I started. Just getting the cables to stay attached to the very thin rubber was a challenge because 
of how long a stop motion puppet needs to hold an expression... long enough for the rubber to start 
ripping! Fortunately, doing all the R&D on this film has given me a working method to resolve these 
problems so, doing more in the future will be MUCH easier.

SMM: The expressive nature of these puppets is very powerful and I’ve heard others actually complain 
that the animated facial expressions are too good. What are your feelings about reaching a level of ex-
pression that most only dream about?  

Ron Cole: Joy, it just adds a whole new dimension to what stop motion can do and I’m proud to feel that 
I’ve added something to such a classic art form. Characters that my have been thought of as impossible 
to do in stop motion are now possible. As for people “complaining” that it actually looks too good, I’ve 
read those comments and I totally understand the concern that people might have that this “mecha-
nizes” the art in some way and that is a view I highly respect. My answer to that is that there is nothing 
motorized or computer controlled about this method at all, it truly is in keeping with the classic method 
of pushing the puppet frame by frame, the cables just allow you a method of getting inside the heads of 
the puppets to “grab” parts that would be otherwise inaccessible.  



SMM: Are they foam latex puppets or silicone? 

Ron Cole: Neither, I use urethane rubber to make them. I prefer urethane because it’s easier to glue 
and paint than silicone. I like it better for these puppets than foam latex just because of the realistic 
look of translucent skin that can be achieved with urethane.  

SMM: What was the format and camera that you shot your film on?  

Ron Cole: Yikes! That’s an embarrassing question to answer, because when I started shooting I had NO 
camera equipment meant for making movies at all. I started shooting using an old 35mm print film 
camera, shooting stills that I hoped to later re-photograph like cell animation... that was a BIG mistake. 
It seemed to be working well when I would use the photos like a flip-book animation but, it wasn’t 
until I switched over to shooting digitally that I got to see all the color inconsistencies there were from 
frame to frame. (it took months of Photoshop work to fix all that) I made the switch to digital photog-
raphy right in the middle of making this film and that was a huge sea-change that gave me the ability 
to finally turn the still prints into a movie. I shot the second half of the film with a small Sony Cyber-
shot still camera that had manual settings, making it good enough for animation work.

SMM: Did you use any computer system or software for previewing your shot?  

Ron Cole: Through shooting the entire film, I had no frame-grabbing software, I worked strictly with 
surface gauges. Although for some shots I did use a live feed from an old video cam hooked up to a TV 
so I could make marks on the screen to keep track of the motions. Since then, I’m happy to report that 
I’ve moved up to MUCH better equipment.



SMM: You painted these wonderful backdrops for the film. Can you tell us about your vision of this 
world?    

Ron Cole: I don’t know if I would ever do this for another film but, it was an artistic decision to go with 
an entirely painted world but I felt that doing that added the feeling of a ‘stage’ performance to the film. 
The world in this short equates with being a series of production paintings for the feature script ‘True 
Magic’ because the locations I depicted in it are important to that story, including the waterfall which is 
the site of a number of scenes in that script.   

SMM: How big were your sets?  

Ron Cole: There was only one set 6 feet wide and two feet deep (it was built on a wooden door). That set 
sits up on a set of tracks with rollers so that I can move the whole thing for dolly shots instead of mov-
ing the camera. The reason for that is so that when the camera would dolly forward or back, the illusion 
of scale would be kept because the background remains the same distance from the camera just as it 
would if you were to dolly in on a person with the Empire State Building in the distance behind them.  

SMM: Where do you see stop motion in the next 20 years?  

Ron Cole: Stop motion will continue to grow in popularity and seen more frequently in the public eye, 
as far as I can reckon, that is inevitable. There are far more talented people shooting stop motion today 
and will be more so in the future. Hollywood has been married to computer animation as it’s staple art 
form for more than a decade, this happened because it had a look and feel that was new and differ-
ent but, that is no longer the case. Between the popularity and quality of video games and the over-
saturation of CG animation on TV, on the web and in the cinema, it has grown tiresome and is no longer 
special. The audience is more than ready for something new and stop motion is more than ready to fill 
that desire with new films unlike those ever seen before. I’m excited! 



SMM: What can we expect from Ron Cole in the next couple of years?  

Ron Cole: Too early to predict when we will be done with this but, Nick Hilligoss, Paul McConnochie are 
currently shooting a short film project that is being made in a rather unique fashion. Nick, Paul and I 
could not be working any further apart in the world, Australia, Scotland and New York and yet we are 
all animating characters that will appear to be all on the same set. This experimental film will seek to 
prove that the distances between workshops no longer matters with the ability we have to combine 
images and communicate instantly over the internet. With this film we hope to open new possibilities 
for talented people all over the world to be “in” the same virtual stop motion studio, lowering the cost 
of production and enabling the most talented animators to combine their works without any need to 
relocate their lives away from home and family.  Beyond that, I’m hoping to start work on some more 
realistic animation in the Harryhausen tradition. There are currently a few other “Dynamation” style 
films currently in production and I hope to bring yet another to the stage.   

SMM: Do you have a favorite all time project?  

Ron Cole: I’m assuming that you’re asking about a future project I would like to make, which I can an-
swer with one word... Sinbad.  

SMM: Any hobbies besides stop motion?  

Ron Cole: Stop motion has been taking up most all of my time for years but, I do love to draw and paint. 
When I first decided to become an artist, I saw myself as being strictly an illustrator. I do a good deal of 
illustration on the computer now but, I find it to be very unsatisfying. To me, I feel like I cannot honestly 
call it a painting unless I’m using real brushes and real paint.



 The fact that there are people in the world filled with kindness and generosity beyond 
measure is both reassuring and aw-inspiring. Justin and Shel Rasch are a couple that deserves 
the awards they are winning in the Film Festival circuit. Not just because their short film “Ger-
ald’s Last Day” is an example of what good animation should represent, but because their open-
ness and spirit is the life blood of what makes the world a better place.

I first met Justin and Shel at the ASIFA Stop-Mo Convention in 2007 and was introduced by none 
other then Misha Klein, who is also a very open and kind soul. On first meeting the couple, you 
may get the impression that there is something different and worldly about them, but upon 
further inspection you will find that they live life to its fullest and have a very adventurous life at 
that. I once took a trip to their house for a documentary that is still in the works, and was amazed 
at the amount of work that the two had produced together. Justin handles the animation side 
while Shel deals with the puppet building. They fit all this in while maintaining a fun environ-
ment for their kids. Sculpting with them, acting like chimpanzees in their jungle gym room (Yes 
you read right!), even ridding down the stairs with their kids on trashcan lids, which by the way 
you can find on YouTube. I hope the interview you are about to read will both inspire and en-
lighten while giving you a look at two wonderful people working together.  

INTERVIEW
JUSTIN & SHEL RASCH



SMM: How did both of you get into doing Stop Motion Animation? 

JUSTIN:  I have been animating for close to 14 years now..... and  I’ve been close to artwork my whole 
life. 

SHEL:  I’m new to Visual Arts, my background is Performing Arts, Choreography and Dance Theater.  

JUSTIN:  Shel is a Natural traditional Artist and story teller and has been an Incredible Partner in our 
Storytelling adventures.  I first saw Stop Motion, like most kids of the 80’s, in Monster movies or Sci fi 
Flicks......and I responded to it immediately. It wasn’t until college that I saw it being done first hand. I 
attended the Art Institute of Pittsburgh in the Industrial Design Program....Until Jurassic Park came out. 
I then switched to CG animation. I wasn’t a part of the stop mo universe until just about 4 years ago. Be-
ing very tired of not having artwork that was tangible, and angry about art I created being in outdated 
programs or requiring a BOX with electricity to share, was no longer acceptable. This was the turning 
point for me and the Instigator in telling Our story’s in the stop mo medium. 

SHEL:  I got into Stop Mo 4 years ago, when Justin asked me to make some bricks for a set he wanted to 
make......1000’s of bricks later I was hooked and ended up making sets and props, fabicating puppets, 
organizing schedules, editing, etc...... 

JUSTIN:  Working together was so FUN that it turned into a whole New Life Direction for us. Asking her 
to make some bricks out of clay quickly turned into to Co-Writing / Co-Directing, and running the Set 
and Puppet Departments on all our films from now on.  It was a HUGE jump. We are 100% film making 
partners and have many stories to tell in this medium. 



SMM: Are there any animators or cartoons that you draw from for inspiration? 

JUSTIN:  Yes, I was very affected by Don Bluth Artwork and films as a Kid. I loved his character designs 
and the fact that he told animated stories without songs. I am a fan of most all animation though....so 
much to study and so many approaches you can take. 

SMM: Your character design is very charming and heart felt and translates well from the sculpt to the 
puppet. Can you walk us through the process of your character design and final production of Gerald? 

JUSTIN:  Thanks, I always Start on paper.....playing with the vision in my head . I start with simple shapes 
and postures. Those usually are pretty open in the beginning stages....After I find a shape I really like I 
finish detail work and do a model sheet to work out the design in 3d as best I can on paper. 
I then usually do a character Maquette out of clay to work out the design in real 3d. I try and do the 
Maquette in a posture that expresses some of his character to feel him out even further. After working 
out any animation-design problems, I do the mold-puppet sculpt and then Shel or I make the mold and 
armature and finally, Shel Foams and Paints them.  

It all starts with postures and shapes that are appealing to me. 

SMM: “Gerald’s Last Day” has had great success in the festival circuit. What do you attribute to this suc-
cess? 

JUSTIN:  We think its a combination of many things. Its a POSITIVE-HAPPY story which is a rarity from 
what we’ve seen in festivals so far. Its a SIMPLE Story:   A dog at the Pound who is scheduled to be put 
down at 5:00 unless he can seduce an adopter. Anyone you tell that too can picture a film from that 
simple description. 

Its a Very CLEAR story with a clear Character Arc, which allows for some nice acting moments......ap-
pealing character designs.......and a little twist that kept the audience on their toes....And Great MUSIC!! 
(http://robertlitton.wordpress.com/) all of these were ingredients.



SHEL:  And great animation! 

SMM: How was the festival experience for you and what did you learn from it? 

JUSTIN:  The festival experience has been a DREAM.......super cool and super educational!  We have at-
tended a good amount now and Gerald’s Last Day has Won 10 Awards as of Yet. We get to travel to a 
bunch of new places and watch a bunch of movies for free. 
As for things we’ve learned........hmmmm........there are TONS of depressing films being made. TONS!!!! 
Ha....I was amazed by how many films out there are just heavy and DARK. So dark its too much to sit 
through sometimes. Even in the animation category.....darkness is very prevalent.  

SHEL:  It’s cool to see how even the films we don’t like have fans though, there’s a place for every 
story. 

JUSTIN:  We definitely learned that clarity in storytelling is Mandatory - you’d think this is common 
sence, but it’s amazing how many “narrative” stories leave you saying ???? what the hell was that 
about? Another thing is people want stories......and if you don’t give them one they will make one up 
{which is cool}.... 

SHEL:  From different panals at the festivals and talking to other filmmakers, we learned a lot about the 
BIZ of  film making......pitching your ideas.......how to create interest in your film and and what kind of 
financing to look for if you want to keep control of your films......techniques on getting investors........ 
Having a Biz plan......Marketing.....and using the internet. 



JUSTIN:  There are so many options on getting your work out there these days. 

SHEL:  We knew from jumping into the first one blind, but have had totally reaffirmed at the festivals 
that Making a Good Film is not easy....its REALLY really HARD.....we have much respect for any films we 
see at the fesivals, cuz we know how hard it is, and those filmmakers FINISHED a film and Put it Out 
There.   

SMM: Why Stop Motion instead of CG or Hand Drawn? 

JUSTIN:  I love all of the Mediums of animation – I work in CG all day......Hand Drawn is very fun too....
but 
The main reason for Working in Stop Motion is Shel and I get to work together!  

SHEL:  We like all the Problem Solving, and the PHYSICALITY OF IT, and it’s just fun to get your hands 
dirty. 

JUSTIN:  I also just love the MAGIC of making a real object appear ALIVE......thinking, breathing Alive!! 

SMM: Did you use any software for frame capture or previewing your shots? 

JUSTIN:  Yes, I used a free frame capture program called Monkey Jam......I would capture Hi Res frames 
with my Nikon D70.....And make the frames into movies using After effects. 



SMM: How big was your workspace? 

SHEL:  A two-car garage studio, our kitchen table, a card table in the living room.... 

JUSTIN:  .....plenty of room. 

SMM: What kind of armatures did you use? 

SHEL: Aluminum wire 

SMM: Did you have any flicker problems? 

SHEL:  Yes, especially since we were shooting in our garage and the residential power grid fluxes alot.....
we started using a variac midway through making the film, but it broke near the end...... 

JUSTIN:  I didn’t mind so much.....mostly I used some plugins to deflicker if it was really bad......Tinder-
box – deflicker. 



SMM: Are there any projects in the works? 

JUSTIN:  Of course!!!!!!!!! MANY 

SHEL:  At least 10 years worth!! 

JUSTIN:   A Feature Film.  Our Latest Short Film – Temp Title “LINE” (you can track our entire making of 
GLD as well as our latest film at www.justinrasch.blogspot.com) 

SHEL:  And a few other projects on the back burners..... 

SMM: Where do you see stop motion in the next 20 years? 

JUSTIN:  Just More people telling there own stories - 

SHEL:  Both Big Studios and Independents (now that technology is more accessable than ever, you can 
find everything you need to know about making Stop Motion online, the community is VERY GENEROUS 
with information, that’s how we learned), Stop Mo is becoming more of a publicly known medium..... 



JUSTIN:  We’re seeing even more POWERFUL Acting in the animation.  Its already off the charts now in 
Features. 

SHEL:  Yes, as Digital Cameras and new Stop Mo software, simplify the process, filmmakers are able to 
focus even more on the animation. 

SMM: Do you have any advice for those beginning directors that want to get into stop motion anima-
tion? 

SHEL:  Just start.  Find a story you want to tell and start making your puppets, everything else you can 
learn as you go.  

JUSTIN:  You can do anything ....!!! Make it happen......Hard Work. 

SMM: What do you guys do in your spare time? 

SHEL & JUSTIN:  Raise awesome Kids ,We climb, Hike, Bounce, Wrestle, Run, Jump, Tell Story’s, Watch 
Movies .....Create Art....and Have Fun together. 

JUSTIN:  We are truly in love and Enjoy all our time together. 



Misha Klein is a brotha from another. Not only is he a great animator but also an all around 
scholar and saint. Ok, maybe not a saint, but pretty close. If you ever have the opportunity to 
have a conversation with the man, you will see that he treats the world and life like an art form. 
His background in Stop Motion Animation is extensive and has worked with some of the best 
animators in the biz. His most recent adventure was as an animator on the feature film Coraline. 
So we interrupted his busy schedule to check in on what’s been happening in his life and learn a 
little more about this modern day artist.

MISHA KLEIN
Interview



SMM: How did you get started in animation and at what age?

Misha: I assisted my older brother, Simon.  I squeezed the shutter release for him.  I was around five.  It 
was for a super-8 G.I. Joe film where Joe drives his Jeep up a pile of sand, pulls off his hat and with the 
same arm mops his brow.  Then as he climbs out of the Jeep (Simon couldn’t get Joe to balance there) 
G.I. Joe does a face plant and rolls down the hill.  We fade out. And into a horrible dream that involved 
stuffed animals crawling up and down and all around (Simon let me animate some of that).
After we got the film back and watched the piss out of it, I have this strong memory of lying in bed and 
thinking about all the possibilities.  I could make miniature figures jump and fly, dive and roll.  Life was 
different now, now I knew some real, tangible magic trick, and it was all very exciting.

SMM: What inspired you to start making stop motion?

Misha: This idea that stop motion contains infinite possibilities is what got me hooked.  I have always 
been impressed by hand drawn animation.  Especially people like Webster Colcord who leaves it all 
loose and sketchy.  There is so much life in the textured gestures of 2D, before it gets all refined, you 
can see the hand of the artist.  Stop motion being so sculptural, feels like it has more places to go yet.  
It seems to have the most to prove if that makes any sense.  I love the challenge of getting that sense of 
static, textured gesture out of a string of photos of articulated matter, sculptural stuff.



SMM: How was your experience working on “Bump in the Night”?

Misha: Working on “Bump in the Night” was my first job in the industry.  Before that, I bussed tables, 
pumped gas, that sort of thing.  Danger Productions came along right after “Nightmare”, so all those 
great animators moved over to work on it.  The best stop motion people in the world became my role 
models and knocked off shots that I aspired to do.  This was also the beginning of the “frame grabber” 
generation.  So I was spoiled, because the learning curve was so much more immediate.  The show had 
a cartoony feel, loads of anticipation, floppy, pose to pose stuff.  To this day, I think of some of the shots 
that inspired me by people like Mike Johnson, Karen Kaiser and Tom Gibbons.  There is nothing better 
than being forced to animate 8-10 hours a day.  I met some of my best friends on that production.  I don’t 
think any of us knew how good we had it till it was over and we missed the loose, fun comradery.

SMM: What is the name of the short film you just completed and can you tell us about it?

Misha: I am still trying to finish a personal stop motion short.  No title yet.  Margaret Andres did a won-
derful job editing it all together.  My composer, Mark Perreault is currently writing the score.  Michael 
Reilly in NY is recording some foley.  Stephen Bodin is helping me color correct and clean it up.  Now I 
am leaving the country and it is suddenly out of my hands.  Looks like another year might go by before 
I can get it out there.  I work on this film in my free time, and my free time is about to be gone.  But I 
keep reminding myself that I started making a film because I love the process.  If I wanted an audience 
reaction, I would have been a stage actor or joined a band.



SMM: The character design is great. Did you design the puppet?

Misha: Yes, Jim Henson helped though.  Muppets were a major influence.  I love fabric and natural ma-
terials.  A Muppet with teeth kinda sums it up.  It wasn’t till later that I realized Jim and me have the 
same birthday.  FRED is green and so is KERMIT...whoooa, dude!

SMM: Did you have any help with your film?

Misha: Tons of help.  I don’t want to miss anyone on the credits either.  Recently I compiled the list 
of people who helped.  It is a way longer list that one might think when they watch it.  You feel like a 
shmuck not being able to pay the people who help you. That is the part I am working to change. 

SMM: Are you working on or planning anything for the future release?

Misha: I am writing stuff all the time.  I love to collaborate with others on stuff too.  I got into this be-
cause I want to tell stories.  So part of the joy is digging and mining and filling up the sketch books with 
those things that need to be said to the rest of the tribe.

SMM: Do you ever animate on ones?

Misha: Sure.  Mix it all up.  Whatever feels right for the bit.  Toward the end of my film, I switched to 
18 frames per second and let the computer decide which frames to double.  It took the pressure off a 
bit and for some stuff, I liked the result.  Sometimes I’d do the body on 2’s and faster hand movement 
on 1’s, so I’d be mixing 1’s and 2’s in the same frame.  Some stuff looks better chunky, like body settles, 
especially when flourished with smoother upper body stuff.  I learned a lot working on Coraline as far as 
how to mix the two.  The more I do it, the more I like 2’s, cuz you can see the work.  There is so much to 
see that you loose track of all the work if it is done really well.



SMM: Do you prefer wire or ball and socket armatures when animating?

Misha: Depends.  There are good ball and socket armatures that move how you want them to.  They 
bend sharp at the elbow and never wear out, but I love how cheap and predictable wire is.  It is also 
super light.  You can get away with so much with wire.  There is nothing quite like a really well machined 
ball and socket armature by someone like Merrick Cheyney though.

SMM: Was working on Coraline in 3D drastically different then working in standard single image stop 
motion?

Misha: Not for me, more from a cinematography and postproduction stand point. Imagine for every 
frame of compositing, there is 2.  Previewing shots in 3D involved shooting wedges and prepping them 
to be projected and analyzed.  There are twice as many frames to keep track of and store.  It opens 
things up for problems. There is this new little number known as the I.O. (inter-ocular distance).  The 
film just got more complicated and the production pipeline got thicker and juicier.



SMM: Did your short film prepare you for Coraline?

Misha: No.  I could have spent a good month meditating and flogging myself with sharp sticks.  Well, 
that’s not true really.  My film afforded me the opportunity to do some performance animation on 1’s.  
Which my work in television never did.  I got to explore my own sensibilities, and my own artistic nature 
grew.  That is always beneficial.  As artists and actors, we owe it to our audience to enlarge our sense of 
self, know our feelings and nature, call upon our emotions.  
I don’t think the style of my film is necessarily appropriate for Coraline though, it is a bit too hammy 
and cartoony, loose and sloppy.  The real challenge on Coraline was trying to anticipate what Henry re-
ally wanted.  Much of the time it was obvious he had no idea.  More often than not, he knew what he 
didn’t want, but even that had no constancy.  I think if you ask most people that worked on Coraline, 
they would say that there isn’t much that could have prepared you for it.

SMM: Your character animation is exceptional. Where did you learn this ability or does it just come 
naturally for you?

Misha: I learned from watching and picking up what I liked in others work.  I like to move and perform; 
my friends will tell you that I am a clown.  But the older I get, the more I seem to like the feeling you 
get as a performer when you get close to the truth.  The truth is economic and very motivated, it cuts 
through.  It is your best tool when telling a story because you can feel it marching forward.  I think I am 
less and less interested in tricky animation and more interested in movement motivated by the guts of 
the story and character.  Everything on screen should happen for a reason.

SMM: Is there any place we can see your short film?

Misha:  On my computer.



TOON BOOM STUDIO 5 
Product Review

It’s very rare to find an animation software package in the world that does everything. So you can guess 
my excitement level was pretty high when I heard I was going to review the new Toon Boom Studio 5 
software, especially its new Stop Motion feature that allows you to mix media right in the software. For 
those of you that aren’t hip to the skinny about this software or the company that makes it. Well, sit 
back brotha, cause you’re in for a ride. ToonBoom makes many software packages dedicated to the art 
of animation. For example, Story Board Pro allows you to make storyboards by hand drawing them and 
scanning them in or drawing directly in the computer and making professional storyboards and animat-
ics. FlipBoom is a kid’s animation software that allows very simple animation and is a great learning 
tool. The big brothers of Toon Boom are titled Animate and Animate Pro, which offers amazing tools 
and other features that are so pro level that I drool at the thought of it. And, finally there is Harmony 
which holds a pedigree of well know television shows who integrate it into their workflow (can you say 
“the Simpson’s?”).



So where does ToonBoom Studio 5 fit in to all of this? Well, for one it offers the beginner to intermediate 
animator options that are a must have when developing their skills. Pen tools, pegs for animating shape 
layers, Light Box and rotating perspective views, cameras for making 3D maneuvers in virtual plane en-
vironments. I’m just scratching the surface here! But what they’ve just integrated into the software is 
the new Stop Motion Feature that allows you to take images from a live feed camera and capture them 
in the Toon Boom environment. Then you can treat those images as layers. I think it’s worth saying that 
I’m impressed by the idea. 

So assignment one was to install the software and get it running smoothly. Ok, this computer was un-
tested and right out of the box Apple G5 dual 2gig with 2 gigs of ram and a fresh install of OSX 10.5.7. 
Yes I know its 2009, but the idea is to test out the products on both old and new systems. Mainly keeping 
in mind that most people can’t afford a brand new computer and that old computers sometimes end 
up sticking around for more then 5 years. So, the install and activation went smooth. Upon opening the 
software it became obvious that this beautiful user interface was deceptively simple. Ok, you’re prob-
ably asking, “where’s the stop motion button?” Hold your horses I’m getting there. 

First of all, like any software or furniture that you buy, read the manual first. I spent an hour trying to 
find the StopMo feature and then 2 seconds of looking in the help files led me to the answer, “AQUIRE”. 
After kicking myself I opened the feature and assigned the Sony HDV A1-U camera as my video feed. I 
checked the light box function and animated a couple of frames and found myself scratching my head. 
Yes, there was onion skinning but you could barely see the images, even the live feed was equally hard 
to see. So long story short, Toon Boom 5 doesn’t function properly on an Apple G5 Dual Core with 10.5.7 
installed. I cried. No really I did. This software that I had once used to pass a class in college when facing 
a 24-hour deadline for a final was not working. “Say it ain’t so Joe!”



But wait! There’s the spanking new Mac Intel Quad Core sitting at my desk. I can use that right? So I 
slammed on the Internet, downloaded the software and authorized it via the quick activation function. 
Ahhh… The license!!! Wow, I’m striking out. Because of the activation process you are only authorized 
to use it on one machine. So I connected the old bird to the Internet transferred the license to the quad 
core and off I was running. 

I chose this time to use the Canopus ADVC110 Digital video converter with a Panasonic Lumix DMC FZ-
50 that was lying around and get my hands dirty. No this is not the ideal setup for the beginner, but since 
my webcam was in an unmarked shallow grave in my desk and the HDV Cameras were all the way across 
the room, I chose to go with what was already hooked up and just start the product review already. So 
here it is!!!

1) Activation of the software is smooth as can be and can be transferred between your computers. 
But will only function on one computer at a time.

2) The user interface looks very simple and easy to understand at first glance. But it holds far more 
functions and features then can be described here. A virtual Swiss-army-knife of tools and features. It is 
both impressive and blissfully enjoyable at the same time.

3) The Stop Motion Feature should be more obvious and be labeled clearly. Yes, you should always 
read the manual first. But still, “Acquire” is usually in reference to a scanner. “Live Feed” would have 
been a better label and yes my ego was hurt. 

4) The Capture Window doesn’t offer a frame count and requires that you have two monitors so 
you can see your timeline in another window, which does show the frames. This is both frustrating and 
not practical for an advanced user. But for an entry-level user it is enough to just be able to see the cur-
rent frame. A number counter would be extremely helpful on the capture window as well. 



5) Onion skinning only offers one level of the prior frame in the capture window. The manual stated 
that the light box would display a series of jpegs. But I could only get one prior frame out of a 20-frame 
sequence. This makes me sad beyond all other functions. A beginning stop motion animator’s most 
important study is timing. Without a level of at least a few frames of skinning, it makes the learning 
curve harder. The bouncing ball exercise is a great example of a timing exercise that would be almost 
impossible without 5 frames of onion skinning and this function is a must have. Hopefully they add it in 
a future update.

6) The Chroma Key function is probably the best I’ve seen in a Stop Motion frame grabber. It’s 
simple and very effective. I had a perfect key on the first click. Then tweaking the effect gave some nice 
results. Of course you need to light your stage very well. But opening another software package that will 
remain nameless, with the same setup and trying its keying feature, it just didn’t compare. I found Toon 
Boom to be superior. 

7) The drawing window looks great and the selection of colors is wonderful. I was able to start 
drawing with my pen tablet right away. Also adding layers is equally easy. I however would like to be able 
to toggle back and forth between the drawing window and the Camera view for better single screen 
work. Though you can have the camera window in any pane you choose. It would be nice to just click 
a button or hotkey and change the actual drawing window to the camera. But with a dual screen setup 
you should have no problems. 

8) 3D Camera function with 2D images is so cool and a lot of fun. Especially when doing a fly through 
or dolly move in your scene. 

9) Cutout animation is mega simple to master in this software package. For a second I though I was 
Terry Gilliam. 

10) Lip-sync feature rocks my socks. How cool is it to finally have software that you can ad digital 
mouths to your animation and match the shape layer mouth to the exposure sheet. All done in one 
package!!! Though I’m not sure exactly how this would work with the stop motion capture window pre-
view and the audio playback. I don’t think that is possible as of yet. Hopefully they integrate the stop 
motion function, playback with audio and frame count all in one window. Maybe even an x-sheet view 
so to know where you’re at dialog wise during the animation of your GI-Joe’s.



So, in my opinion, this is a very powerful piece of software when dealing with 2D and simulated 3D per-
spective. It’s fast, easy to use, and very versatile. For a beginner or intermediate animator this would 
be a great package and offers many tools.  The Stop Motion Feature is functional and easy to use. But 
having animated puppets for a few years, I can tell you I personally need a little more for my stop motion 
itch, and if I can’t scratch it, it will drive me crazy. However, I would like to point out that this is by far 
one of my most favorite Flash/Cutout animation style software’s. I spent hours playing with the different 
functions and love getting that Tree House Friends or Jib-Jab cartoon effect fast.  If you’d like to tryout 
a demo version of one of the ToonBoom products or find out more about the company and what they 
offer, then go to www.ToonBoom.com for further information.



BUILDING A SIMPLE WIRE RIG

So you’ve come to a point where you’re animating or you’re planning on doing an animation and some-
thing is thrown, or a character jumps or fly’s through the air. But all the simple flying rig designs you’ve 
seen are either to complex or just plain overkill. We’ll there is a solution, and though it is simple, this 
technique is used by even the most seasoned professionals. Usually the rig is made from metal and wire 
or surgical/lab tools such as Climpex. I don’t know about you, but I don’t have the money or time to 
even think about those options. So what I’m going to show you is how to make a fast easy to use Wire 
Rig.

What you’ll need:

1) Block of Wood
2) Armature Wire
3) Glue or Plumbers Epoxy 
4) Needle Nose Pliers
5) Black Paint or Electrical Tape
6) Power Drill



First thing to do is drill a whole in the center of 
your block of wood. I used a children’ toy block. 
Make sure that the whole is large enough for your 
Armature wire to fit into. 

Next, take your Armature Wire and cut it to de-
sired length. You can use different thicknesses of 
wire for different weighted materials and can also 
twist your wire for added strength. I chose to use 
1/8th inch due to its strength. Do not use wire 
coat hangers. They have a tendency to be springy 
and will cause you many headaches down the 
road.

Insert your wire in to the whole with a liberal 
amount of glue or apply Plumbers Epoxy to the 
base of the wire before inserting and add more 
at the top on the whole once the wire is in place. 
Once this is done, let it sit for a while to let the 
glue or epoxy dry. 

Now its time to paint the wire and base with black 
paint. You can use electrical tape to cover the 
wire and base, but you may find it is a little more 
difficult to move the wire in place due to the rid-
gedness that the tape adds. Let the paint dry and 
your almost ready to go.

Once your stage is set up and your ready to place 
your rig on it, you should consider having the base 
of the rig off camera. Also, make sure you take 
shots of your set without the rig and characters. 
This is to allow for easier clean up in post. Now 
you can either hot glue, tape down  or leave the 
rig unattached to your stage depending on it’s pur-
pose. There are also an assortment of end pieces 
and attachements you can make to connect to 
the rig for connecting and animating puppets and 
props. For further information about wire remov-
al, please checkout Andrew Racho’s wire removal 
technique on the following page. Enjoy and Start 
Animating!



WIRE IN YOUR SHOT
by Andrew Racho

Inevitably in your life as a stop-motion animator, you will end up animating a character as she 
jumps, falls, or slips.  A bird will fly through the sky.  A ball will bounce onto the floor and into the 
air.  The reluctant underdog will fight the cocky incumbent in the boxing ring and will land that 
magical punch that sends his opponent’s tooth flying in slow motion from the poor fighter’s face 
into a screaming fan’s agape mouth.  Well, maybe not everyone will animate that last one.   But 
something will end up in the air.  And that means...dah duh dah!  Adding a dreadful wire into the 
shot!

Back when I first started with effects in the stop-motion world, I barely knew the stop-mo pro-
cess.  I thought that if a character was throwing a ball, the animators would actually throw the 
ball and take a bunch of quick, live pictures, hoping to snap a picture of the ball in the right spot.  
After I learned that it does not work like that I drank some water, ate a slice of humble pie, and 
learned how it is really done.  Animators will suspend that ball on a wire and a rig.  



In our scene here, the character has the ball attached to her hand.  She throws it.  Her friend catches it.  
And for those few frames in between the throw and catch the ball that travels in the air held up by the 
rig and wire.

Now what is this rig and wire business?  In order to suspend the ball in air, we have a piece of wire hold-
ing it into place.  The wire lets us place the ball where it belongs in the animated sequence.  That wire 
has weight, so it needs something to hold it up.  So, we have the rig to hold it up.  Depending on your 
budget, you can make the rig with clamps and a weight or tape and a tripod-shaped stick.  We chose 
the former.

 Adding and removing the wires the cleanest way, however, takes some finesse.  Let’s get into the nitty 
gritty!  I will talk through some of the basic rules of using wires and removing wires.  The idea is not just 
to save you time on the back end with post production.  The idea is to give yourself a clean set and make 
that wire and rig invisible in the end.  No weird shadows.  No hints of “something” that feels off. 

The best effects are invisible.  Repeat that mantra.  I repeat it in the shower between self-sung songs by 
Rush and Europe.  You want to keep the focus on your characters and their actions.  The best way to do 
that is to remove any chance of their being that “off” thing and cleanly remove your wires.

Let’s debunk a few common myths:
   
1)There is no “wire removal” tool on the computer that does this job.  It’s focused labor.  After Effects 
may say there is, but that effect blows! 
    
2)Somebody else can fix it for me.  Well, if you are not working for a studio that has people doing this 
all day for you, then chances are it will end up in your hands.  And hiring someone else does not come 
cheap.  If you do have to hire someone, you will save money if you make that shot easy for your effects 
artist.  
    
3)Who cares if its sloppy?  It’s stop motion!  Even the amateur stop-motion look is a style and that style 
can lose its charm when there is a giant distraction like a rig in the shot.  Make it look good, even if good 
means having that good low-budget look.



Back to our scene.  We have a few main ways we really could animate this ball-throwing effect.  The 
throw is so fast that there are no in between frames of the ball in the air.  That works if that’s your 
desired effect.  We could shoot the ball on green screen.  But we still have to have wires and lining up 
footage and cleaning up is even more of a hassle.  You can take a separate picture of the ball and ani-
mate it in post.  That works for the simple ball, but it can become very complicated with more compli-
cated setups and that might not work later on.  Think five people flying in the air from an explosion.  
Plus, you might have something look awkward if the natural shadows on the ball are not there.  

Or, we can do our method of animating the ball in its desired place and suspending the ball in air us-
ing the wire and rig.  

Let’s start with the setup.  The wire.  You want to have a wire painted matte black or covered in black 
tape.  The idea is that light and colors can reflect off of the wire.  That can spill onto characters or 
create lighting glints on the stage and thus the unwanted distraction.  The wire should also be long 
enough to go far off stage.  Not into the neighbors yard, but far enough that your rig does not end up 
in your shot.  The main idea with the wire is that you want to remove as little as possible.

The rig should be heavy enough to support the wire.  It should also be tall enough that it can hold the 
wire high or low in the frame, depending on your lighting.  Keep the rig off stage.  Set up early with 
your planning.  Maybe you can hide that rig behind a black card or put it on a side facing a light.  The 
idea is that the shadows of the rig can end up on the characters.  And while your characters toss the 
ball, it could look like there’s a nearby train passing by.  Same goes for your wire.  Find a way to have 
that wire in there in a way that doesn’t cast unwanted shadows.  You might have to play around, but 
there is always a way to make it work.

You can suspend the ball a few ways, but I recommend this: create an attachment point on the back 
of the ball.  You can place your wire in this small spot.  You can also glue the wire to the spot or use a 
tape.  Using glues, you might peel the paint off the ball or damage it.  I guess it does not matter if you 
remember to hide that part of the ball from the camera.

If you are lucky and your background allows, you may be able to hide the wire behind boxes or cur-
tains or whatever sits in the scene.  But if not, keep on reading.

At last, we have this wire in the shot holding up our ball.  How the fudge cookies do we get it out?  
Ooh ooh!  Pick me!  I know!  I know!  Computers!

Shake, Photoshop, even Final Cut to some degree can help you out.  But for our purposes we will use 
After Effects.  It is easier to learn and figure out and performs the job comparatively quicker.

This is so important to learn.  Take ten clean plates of the shot with everything but your characters in 
it before and after your shot.  This principle will make sense shortly.



Set up your composition. Import your footage and place your animated frames as the top layer in the 
comp. Now, go to the frame with the wire in it.  On your top layer footage, add the “vector paint” effect.  
Add your sequence of ten clean plates below that spot.  Under your vector paint settings, change to 
“hold strokes” and “inverse matte.”  Hold strokes will hold your paint stroke for as many frames as you 
want.  Inverse matte means that whatever you paint on, After Effects will interpret your paint stroke like 
an eraser.  Now, for your frames, paint the ball out.  If you are shooting on the twos you only have to 
paint on every other frame.

Why the clean plate sequence?  Footage is naturally noisy.  Heck, our vision is naturally noisy.  Have you 
ever stared at a white wall?  You may notice if you do a lot of graininess in your vision.  But computer 
images naturally have noise.  If you use a still plate for your background, you remove that natural noise, 
which may be a distraction.  A sequence of clean plates will ensure you retain some noise in your shot 
and keep it looking like it was shot live.

Sometimes it gets complicated and you have to use masks to remove wires.  Okay.  Just be sure to ani-
mate using hold key frames.  Masking sometimes takes longer.  So, the more time you spend keeping 
your setup clean on set, the less time you spend cleaning up in post.  This will make you happy if you 
are a one-man show.  Or if you are at a studio, you might make a post-production artist smile with your 
diligent effects work.

That was easy.  Not painful at all I hope.  You may think, “now that I know this, I bet I can save some time 
on stage and just jam out these shots.”  Well you can, but before the article is over you might want to 
know a few pitfalls of wires.

1:  The Wrap Around.  The character is heavy, so I wrapped a wire around my puppet instead of finding 
a way to make an attachment point work.
The Problem:  We now have a wire and no clean plates.
The Solution:  Cut up multiple parts of old frames from the missing body areas and create a hack job.  
Or, clone out the wire.
The Outcome:  Has the potential to create unnatural looking areas and “swimming,” an effect where 
footage looks unnaturally distorted and moving.  Plus, it’s terribly time consuming.

2.  Moving Camera:  The camera is moving in this shot and my object is flying with a wire.
The Problem:  The clean plates from the beginning and end are useless
The Solution:  Remove the wired object after each position shot and take a clean plate as you go
The Outcome:  Organization can get tiresome, but you have clean looking footage without having to 
track and distort and fade in and out old backgrounds. Simple and clean.

3.  Wire And Wire Shadow On Shadows:
The Problem:  My wire creates shadows on the characters and on other shadows
The Solution:  Paint out or mask out the areas with shadows on them.  You may have to remove shadows 
entirely or recreate them using dark, low-opacity solids.  You may have to go into the frame and clone 
out problem areas.  You may have to use previous frames to find usable cover-up plates.
The Outcome:  It might look sloppy or take a lot of time to look right.  Maybe nobody will notice.  Maybe 
it will come out good.  Do you really want to take that gamble, though?  Try your best to avoid these 
problems.



4.  Wire In Front Of A Facial Expression
The Problem:  My wire is in front of my character’s face while she talks.
The Solution:  Depends.  You might have to reshoot.  Depending on your characters, maybe you can 
recreate the lost footage in Photoshop.
The Outcome:  If there is nothing to replace the missing data with, your use of wires damages your shot 
more than it helps it.  

5.  Wire In Back of Facial Expression.
The Problem:  My wire is twisted and curly and in back of my character’s face and clothes.  There’s a lot 
of wire to remove.
The Solution:  Create a mask near the face and cut out the wire.  You want the wire to have as little 
contact area with characters as possible.
The Outcome:  A possibly less clean image, less time to watch YouTube videos of bunnies snoring.

6.  I Left A Wire In The Frame For The Entire Shot
The Problem:  6000 frames of wire removal
The Solution:  6000 frames of cleanup
The Outcome:  Some cleanup artist made a lot of money or you gave up dinners with the wife for a week 
to fix the shot.  Microwave steak is not nearly as tasty as the real thing.

Your best bet with any wire use is to keep it simple, keep it sweet, keep it out of the way, and only leave 
the wire in the shot as long as necessary.  Good luck!






